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The cohenentation of augmentation can be effectively defined in this the type of system are to be read from the continuously displaible and redundantly changeable by the device i.e. in the case of the tyre rotation of the automobile with the normal stipulated frequency. The calibrating device can be reset and doing thus the kind of redundant type of the characteristic. In order to make the system to be effective and durable the type of batteries used can be characterised as that of either solar panal or that of high durable batteries or that of the rechargeable type of batteries. The alkaline should be leakage in the case of exhausted batteries can be noticed before they actually became in operative by the display of the device becoming to low rediation i.e. dull type of the display. The life of a device can be defend more as that of the sensor because the later was to be succumbed to the changes in the position of the sensor. This is the charactistic and to be replaced as the sensor was becoming obselate.

The calibration & testing of the system can be done through a device calibrator is which a separate tool available for the calibrate this device can vehemently used as an as a wireless device by identifying the device that the significance by known touchable device and the identification can be done to that of an significant device identification. The continous and mesmerising this point of these devices are that they are being calibrated automatically by placing them together and testing continuous. The testing can be read as some times as errors which indicates the sensor is wrong mean that the sensor needs replacement. In order to achieve the continuous trouble free performance the calibrating has to be placed at frequent intervals. Direct method characteristics of a device i.e. sensors placed are to be constructed the material of the type of a rugged constructions and withstand for various temperature on the type getting heated due to long travel. The other scenerio that the device sensor accustomed to the new environment is that of floods of water stagnation during mansoon and rainy season and in floods. In order achieve more durability to see that the parking at heights can be a possiible good meausrments can be taken care of. The factors that are to frequently attended for these sensor the piracy of the tyre manufactuing, privacy of the individual tyre performance. For the betterm of the performance can be done this type of devices apart from the continuous mainting and checks at frequent type of visual inspections to that of an very type of air compressor.

Air quality in also another factor the device durability continuous effective the type of air can be best effective on that the dry, oil free which was released from the compressor. General the compressor are delivering the compressor are direct from the air intake where these are free from the water content and the vehemently usage of air to all the four type and that of an stepney that the tyre rotation can be followed and sensor timing placed and to the working tyres are continuously happening of the actual. Now a days used are that tube less tyres an also that the placement can be done by cutting the pin of the wheel and that the new device to be pulled in order to make it correct functioning. After installation the rugged construction of the tyre can be achieved by testing and calibrating the device after air drill and the device performance. The other characteristics that can suiably counted are the fitness to the system and sensor, adherence to the currect local laws, durability of tyre etc.

In case of burst of tyre when travelling at higher speed of the vehicle can damage the sensor inside the tyre that the due to tear of the tyre. Awareness of the operator to the maintaining system performance is also one the factor that can be efectively mark the significance of the activity. The over heating of the device sensor can be noticed from the board of the operator and the necessary step to made the vehicle from the type pressure burst inorder to that of the heat and the frequent interval of the rest to the tyres can be implemented to the better deal of the system performance.

Quality of the system can be calculated and estimated that the quality can be suitable to
customers satisfaction and based an the feed back from the customer support exhaustive network and reliability. The good quality of system can be attained by choosing proper material specification and suitable standard of development and necessary as per general customer feed back policy and adhering to them. The not matching system and devices can be again respond or can be descarded before sending find units to the market for customer usage. The customer satisfaction can be achieved by reducing the failed and increasing the quality inspection from end levels to the corresponding each stage level of the process of manufacturing. Implementation of the quality effectively can be generally successful that the back talk removal, passing of orders adhere to the quality management systems, employee health and environment to be healthy as per the policies of the individual to that the company. The production of the system can be fairly priced to that the more case of the quality department is enhanced to remove the back developments of the system. And the feed back from all the side of the system can be and is implemented to the satisfaction of management and management review was effectively implemented as per the recommendation of third party (internal audit regarding material, resources etc. The system when its powered an and the effective result of the display and any delay in the illumination of LEDs can be calculated and rectified immediately for further to the next process. Thus the process of this type of process control modification can be implemented adjusting the system to the level that of the carried audit report and any non-conformities. The Non confrimations are the strict capliance recommendation and carried report are for the depending an the severity of the recommendations. The objection of the quality policies health include the personnel involvement to that of an regarding to the health and also the benefits they are getting from all other resources and the resources and common are include that of an accomodation, food, transportation, medical (include health insurance) and annual leave to come to gether alongwith the family benefits, children education, all time period for the finished product will be reduced by minimum shut down time and implementing the modification in the process and according not sacrificing the quality of the system. Thus for the management review which was happened with the management authorised persons or representative to witness the malfunctioning and the PERT and CPM in order for the process effective planning. Planning can be changed depending an availability of process in time to be beginning to the end product and intermediary targets and changes that are facing problematic, trouble some and change of time from one row to ther other row. This can be studied and effectively with required quality to that of stipulated time period and reduction in time delays and thus was reported accordingly. Thus the quality which can be divided as quality control and quality resource inthe general prospectus. Most and frequently systems used are coming under quality control which basically gives the quality of the product. The other systems which as called quality assurance which give assurance of the product is over the seing the over all quality control. This quality control directly involves in the inspection at the downside whereas the quality assurance give the remark of the quality control. If the quality in better says that quality control is the one them quality assurance can do a better of the services. Thus the quality assurance and quality control both comes under quality management system which shows the record of evidence of every job down has the documentation as it is need of. The quality management system defines from the quality assurance to quality control supervisor or engineering to inspection which is the direct reflection of a quality control. The over all quality of the system depends to the quality control inspection direct feedback from customer satisfaction result the quality of the system can be improved by making quality circles in the system where the quality circle was collectively selected for different installation groups or teams or a group of team people. In order to find the quality level of a system measurements are to be taken from different samples . This different samples are from top to bottom at different section of the people teams. Better the sample performance better the quality, better in the quality of the system working. In order to deviate the quality level from a lower level to a subsequent increase towards the positive tendency above the level of the quality it can be activated and marked effective by increasing the number of inspections or to the level of that of an perfection of inspection, reporting a complete picture to be completed. The quality can be manipulated from the bottom level by the people was effectively done to the show off the good result can be taken for a positive measurement of the system at the bottom level. Thus the middle level where it is at the system where it is denoted by the fairly positive fluctuate and thus are to be rated as prefectly monitoring the system. Quality control employees technical level of the employability as that of an mere the formation of inexpericened top level of the system to the experienced staff at the bottom lvel when direct involvement of the quality
can be performed. Then inorder to make the system effective the quality tools are to be adopted by the management system such as observation and non conformance recording etc. The quality tools can be generated from all the levels to the down level in order to get perfection. The quality of system has recorded display of the device on the display that it was coming from a far lot of samples are being tested effective as quality pass.

The energy that was getting to the device by virtue of its motion both kinetic velocity and acceleration can be accumulated in the sensor and can be used to transfer signal to the system. Thus the accelerometer used in for the system at the sensor gives the perfect condition of the system and gives a result a best of apart from the device locations. In order to get the devices to be of the firm of the device best services that are happening to be shown as that of an the system which is fixed inside the cabinet and that the transfer of the signal. Thus inorder to get the perfect result of the device thus can be done by stimulating the device from the charger of the automobile dash bored thus gives the result. Thus inorder to get the perfect result of the system, it can be charged at frequent intervals to obtain the better result. The getting of the correct type of devices and to be suitability of part ality of the system can be also considered on the one of the factor of selection. Thus the getting of the correct type of information is to be done by actively selecting the device for longer durability and corresponding ethics contribution of the operator. Thus in order to get into the effectiveness and thus was clearly obtaining the same from the many a kind of thus happening was a altruistic one. The challenges that are being placed are as thus was to be of the form of partiality and thus has been nomenclatured as thus was happened to be opportunities and formation of the device compatibilities and ergonomics of the system to the automobile. Thus the ergonomics of the environment matches to the device to the system and characterised as a better opportunities to the system thus happen to be a real one. The formation of comfortable circumstances are to be challenged type in case of handicapped of the operator was happen to be the incharge of the seat and was driver to the wheel behind to get a perfect place of handling. Thus in order to over view of the system has to be handled from the bottom of the system to the creativeness to the type gentle handling of the device to located to the perfect accosted system to the circumstance accordingly.

The cruel to gruesome of the effect of the system device inorder to rolled out to be as a perfect automobile match taken that the devices are to be installed to the perfect of the system are to be run together for the unmatched circumstances and device to perfect of the location the area where the environment happened to climatic normal in order for adherence to the idle conditions. The ideal and perfect coherence to the system compatibility to be considered are to of the kind of are perfect of the system suitability to environmental response to the air conditioned atmosphere.